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Degenerate four-wave mixing spectroscopy and spectral simulation
of C2 in an atmospheric pressure oxy-acetylene flame
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~Received 21 November 1996; accepted 24 December 1996!

Thed 3Pg↔a 3Pu Swan bands of C2 have been recorded with high resolution using DFWM in the
nearly Doppler free, phase conjugate geometry. C2 was probed in a standard oxy-acetylene welding
flame with excellent signal-to-noise ratio and spectral resolution. Theoretical spectra were simulated
and fitted directly to the complex overlapping spectra. The good agreement obtained shows that
DFWM holds promise to become a robust and reliable tool for flame thermometry. Current theories
of DFWM are reviewed in context of the present work and advantages and disadvantages of the
technique are discussed. ©1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!00913-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The detection of radical species in flames and plasma
important for the study of combustion and plasma chemis
Furthermore, many transient species such as radicals an
cited atoms or molecules can only be produced in the ha
environments of high temperature flames or electrical d
charges. These environments pose experimental challe
for high resolution spectroscopy. For example the inte
background emission from chemiluminescence redu
signal-to-noise ratios and the Doppler effect, arising from
high temperatures, limits spectral resolution. The proces
degenerate four-wave mixing, DFWM, was demonstrated
a technique for detection of excited species and propose
a means of probing combustion and plasma processes.1 The
detection of the OH radical in a flame was subseque
demonstrated2 and DFWM has recently received much atte
tion as a combustion diagnostic technique3 and for detection
of excited molecular states.4

The C2 radical is another species of interest to comb
tion science but is also of importance in other fields such
astrophysics and diamond synthesis using plasma ass
chemical vapor deposition. Various optical techniques h
been used to study C2 in flames.

5 The first quantitative mea
surements of absolute C2 concentrations in an oxy-acetylen
flame have been reported by Baronavskiet al.6 which were
obtained by saturated laser induced fluorescence~LIF!. Spa-
tially resolved measurements of relative C2 concentrations
within the flame have also been reported.7,8 Polarization
spectroscopy has recently been used to probe the C2 ~0,0!
Swan bands in the oxy-acetylene torch.9 A recent study has

a!E-mail: clemens.kaminski@forbrf.lth.se; Fax:146 ~0!46-2224542; Phone:
146 ~0!46-2229728.

b!E-mail: i.g.hughes@sussex.ac.uk; Fax:144 ~0!1273-678097; Phone:144
~0!1273-678944.

c!E-mail: p.ewart@physics.oxford.ac.uk; Fax:144 ~0!1865-272400; Phone
144 ~0!1865-272340.
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shown that spectra of C2 in the ~0,0! band could be obtained
using DFWM in the forward scattering geometry.10 The
spectra obtained using this geometry are subject to Dop
broadening. The use of multiplex DFWM spectroscopy
C2, again yielding Doppler broadened spectra, has b
demonstrated for single-shot temperature measuremen
the oxy-acetylene flame.11

In the work reported here DFWM in the phase conjug
geometry, which uses counterpropagating pump beams,
applied for the first time in the oxy-acetylene flame for t
spectroscopy of C2. The use of counterpropagating pum
beams leads to a signal beam which counterpropagates
the probe and, consequently, the effective elimination
Doppler broadening provided the laser linewidth is sign
cantly less than the Doppler width. Spectra obtained in t
arrangement suffer from only a very small degree of Dopp
broadening which arises owing to the finite crossing an
between pump and probe beams. The experiments desc
here aimed to test the feasibility of flame thermometry
DFWM spectroscopy using the C2 radical. Ultimately the
reliability of such a technique depends on its ability to p
dict measured spectral line shapes with high accuracy. S
thetic spectra were calculated directly and fitted to measu
spectra. Current theories of DFWM are reviewed and th
applicability in the context of the present work are discuss

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Optical setup

Figure 1 shows the experimental setup used in
present work. The laser system consisted of a dye la
~Quanta Ray PDL-3! pumped by the frequency tripled outpu
of a Nd:YAG laser~Spectron! pulsed at 10 Hz~7 ns pulse
duration!. To excite transitions in theDv50 and Dv51
106(13)/5324/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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5325Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
Swan bands the dye laser was operated with methanol s
tions of Coumarin 500 and Coumarin 460 laser dye, resp
tively. The laser beam was spatially filtered by a series
apertures arranged over a path of;8 m resulting in a very
homogenous intensity distribution over the entire beam
ameter. The beam was passed through a double polar
half-wave plate assembly which allowed continuous adju
ment of the laser pulse energy without introduci
beamwalk. A telescope was used to reduce the beam d
eter to;1 mm in the interaction region.

To obtain the Doppler selectivity resulting in reduc
Doppler broadening, the pump beams were arranged to c
terpropagate and polarization discrimination was used to
ject scattered probe and forward pump light.12,13 The total
laser energy per pulse was typically less than;1 mJ in the
interaction region. The four-wave mixing signal was allow
to propagate for;8 m and then spatially filtered before d
tection by a photomultiplier tube, PMT~Thorn EMI 9783B!.
This resulted in excellent discrimination of continuo
chemiluminescence from the bright flame. The DFWM s
nals from the PMT were preamplified by a low noise, fa
preamplifier~EG&G Ortec VT 120! with a gain of 20 before
being passed to the boxcar integrating amplifier. This
creased the dynamic range of the detection system and m
it unnecessary to run the boxcar amplifiers at the highest
settings. As a result, the noise introduced by the boxcar e
tronics was reduced appreciably.

The interaction region was imaged by anf /10 optical
system consisting of two lenses of 100 mm focal length a
an aperture stop onto the entrance slit of a 250 mm scan
spectrograph~Hilger & Watts! employing a grating of 1800
lines per mm and equipped with a PMT. For LIF measu
ments the spectrograph was employed as a wide band
to pass fluorescence and reject laser scatter. Thus, it
possible to record LIF and DFWM signals simultaneous
Alternatively it was used at higher resolution in scanni

FIG. 1. Experimental layout for high resolution DFWM spectroscopy of
C2 radical. DFWM was used in the Doppler free, counterpropagating ge
etry using polarization discrimination. PMT: photmultiplier tube; PD: ph
todiode.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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mode to obtain emission spectra of chemiluminescence f
the flame.

For absolute wavelength calibration of the DFWM spe
tra part of the laser energy was passed through refere
absorption cells containing either I2 vapor at room tempera
ture or Te2 vapor at 650 °C. The DFWM spectra correspon
ing to theDv50 band and theDv51 band of C2 were cali-
brated against the reference absorption spectra using
spectral data for I2 ~Ref. 14! and Te2 ~Ref. 15!, respectively.
Variations in the scanning speed of the dye laser were m
tored by recording fringes from a Fabry–Perot etalon~30
GHz free spectral range!.

The flame used to produce the C2 was a standard oxy
acetylene welding torch with a burner nozzle consisting o
straight copper pipe with a tapered inner bore narrowing
the exit orifice to a diameter of 1 mm. The nozzle w
mounted on anx2y2z translation stage to simplify posi
tioning of the interaction region in the flame. Industrial gra
acetylene and oxygen were separately fed to the nozzle.
gases were not premixed before injection into the bur
nozzle. The flame was probed within the primary react
zone at a height of around 4 mm above the exit plane of
nozzle. Fuel mixtures were approximately stoichiometric
all measurements presented here.

Concentration measurements of C2 in the flame by satu-
rated LIF have been reported.6,16 LIF measurements in the
atmospheric flame environment are difficult to perform b
cause of high quenching rates in the flame and the effect
partial saturation in the wings of the laser beam profile.17,18

The uncertainties in these measurements are correspond
high. C2 concentrations are generally accepted to be betw
1012 and 1014 cm23 for the flame operating near stoichio
metric conditions.5,19

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows a high resolution DFWM spectrum co
ering almost the entire~0,0! d 3Pg→a 3Pu Swan band of
C2. Owing to the small rotational constant of C2 ~B;1.6

-

FIG. 2. High resolution DFWM spectrum of the~0,0! d 3Pg↔a 3Pu Swan
band system of C2.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5326 Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
cm21! the spectrum has a high density of lines and the d
demonstrate the spectral resolution afforded by DFWM. T
high resolution is partly a consequence of the elimination
Doppler broadening afforded by the use of the phase co
gate geometry. The excellent signal-to-noise ratio, excee
400:1 near the band head, is achieved by suppressing n
arising from scatter of the probe beam from the signal be
splitter by the polarization discrimination technique. F
these reasons the technique provides an excellent tool to
the accuracy of published line positions obtained both fr
theory and previous experimental data which is mostly li
ited by Doppler broadening.

The spectrum shown is free from interferences aris
from isotopic species of C2. The relative abundances o
12C12C, 13C12C, and 13C13C is approximately 1:1022:1024,
respectively~the 14C isotope occurs at trace levels only!.
Since DFWM signals scale quadratically with species d
sity the relative intensities of the mentioned species scal
1:1024:1028 and thus isotopic species are below the det
tion limit of the present technique. This fact simplified th
interpretation and simulation of measured spectra. Assum
a C2 concentration of 10

13 cm23 in the interaction region, we
estimate a detection limit of;531011 cm23 under the
present conditions.

The staggering of successive, overlappingP-branch trip-
lets towards shorter wavelength is clearly visible on the sp
trum. This is a consequence of the zero nuclear spin of
molecule which means that antisymmetric levels do not
cur and henceL doubling is absent. However, the remainin
symmetric levels are affected by aL-type interaction and
consequently the spacing between subsequent symm
levels alternates. Since theP1 and P2 branches overlap
strongly within their transition linewidth, this alternatio
leads to the observed intensity variation of the spectrum

The R branch extends to shorter wavelengths from
band origin and the corresponding triplets are clearly
solved. The intensity rise towards very highJ values visible
in theR branch is indicative of the high temperatures pres
in the flame~;3000 K!. In principle, the flame temperatur
could be evaluated by comparing the relative intensity of
isolated R-branch transitions10 using a Boltzmann plot.20

However, as discussed in detail in a previous paper,11 this
method requires measurements over a large number of
sitions to achieve temperature sensitivity, and conseque
long scanning times over which it is difficult to mainta
experimental stability. In the present work, overlapping h
resolution DFWM spectra of C2 were modeled theoretically
for the first time. The work presented here is of direct r
evance for thermometry applications based on DFWM of2
in combustion environments.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of a DFWM scan and
simultaneously performed LIF scan of the~1,0! band head
around 473 nm. Fluorescence excited by the DFWM pu
and probe beams was imaged at right angles onto the s
trometer entrance slit. Most of the resulting fluorescen
~.95%! is emitted into the~1,1! band near 510 nm and th
rest into the~0,0! band. To capture the~1,1! fluorescence the
spectrometer bandwidth was set to 12 nm centered at
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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nm. Signal intensities at each wavelength position cor
spond to the average of ten laser shots. It is evident
much of the spectral detail revealed by DFWM is lost in t
LIF spectra. For example, the doublets marked by arrows
the lower spectrum are clearly resolved by DFWM but n
by LIF. Note also the much higher signal-to-noise ratio
forded by DFWM. No averaging was performed betwe
adjacent wavelength positions~‘‘moving average’’! to re-
move spectral noise on either of the two spectra. The no
on the LIF spectra arises mostly from intense chemilumin
cence from the bright flame which competes with the L
signals. This effect can be reduced by gating the photom
tiplier voltage or using a mechanical chopper.11 Neither
method was attempted for the present work.

A. DFWM line shapes

A full theory of DFWM must treat effects of atomic
motion, level degeneracies, spectral properties of pract
laser systems used, saturation, absorption, and other eff
At present, no fully comprehensive and quantitative the
of DFWM interactions is available to properly account f
these effects in all intensity and bandwidth regimes. Furt
theoretical and experimental investigations are required
realize the full potential of DFWM as a diagnostic prob
The C2 radical offers an ideal test case for current theories
DFWM because it occurs naturally in many flame enviro
ments and because it has a strong oscillator strength. Fur
more, its spectrum lies in a wavelength region which is e

FIG. 3. DFWM spectrum of the~1,0! bands of C2 ~bottom! and LIF spec-
trum ~top! obtained simultaneously by imaging the fluorescence excited
the probe and pump beams in the interaction region. The lower spe
resolution and signal-to-noise ratios afforded by LIF in the flame envir
ment are evident.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5327Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
ily probed by standard dye laser systems without
requirement of nonlinear frequency mixing schemes.

The simplest and most widely applied theory of DFW
was developed by Abrams and Lind21 and treats the interac
tion of a monochromatic laser field with stationary two lev
absorbers~referred to hereafter as AL theory!. The AL
theory has been extended to include effects of atomic mo
and this is known as the ‘‘moving absorber’’ theory.22 Again
only monochromatic light fields are considered. Analytic s
lutions for this theory can be obtained in two extrem
limits.23 In the ‘‘infinite Doppler limit,’’ for radiation of
wave vectork0, the inhomogeneous linewidthGd exceeds the
homogeneous widthG, whereGd5k0vp , andvp is the most
probable molecular speed, i.e.,G/k0vp!1. In this case the
theory predicts a Doppler-free Lorentzian line shape. Thi
because only the zero velocity class couples effectively
incident and generated fields. In the other extrem
G/k0vp@1, the homogeneous linewidth dominates~due to
collisions and/or saturation broadening!. In this limit the
theory predicts the same Lorentzian cubed line shape as
standard AL theory. Doppler broadening and saturation
fects on three and four level systems have been consid
theoretically24,25 and experimentally.26 For most practical
cases these analytical theories represent extreme approx
tions. Recently, the situation where collisional and Dopp
widths are comparable and fields are saturating has b
treated theoretically by numerical integration of the dens
matrix equations governing the interaction.27

For simulation of entire spectra, a simple analytical fo
mula is desirable although in molecular spectra the comp
ity of multiple levels needs often to be considered. Mu
level effects such as coherence gratings28 and crossover
resonances29 can give rise to subtle effects on recorded sp
tra. The former are a consequence of coherences set u
tween individual magnetic sublevels~‘‘Zeemann coher-
ences’’! and their effect is strongly dependent on the relat
polarizations of incident laser fields. They are not, howev
important in the present atmospheric pressure environm
where such coherences are rapidly destroyed by molec
collisions.

In NO so-called ‘‘crossover resonances’’ have be
shown to affect dramatically the spectral appearance
DFWM scans in theg bands.29 These occur if two distinct
transitions which share a common level overlap within th
Doppler width. Again, the effect exhibits strong polarizati
dependencies and has to be taken into account even i
overlapping lines are not resolved. This effect occurs in N
because the lower II state isL doubled whereas the upperS
state is not.30 There is, however, a fine splitting of each r
tational level in the upper state due to a spin-rotation in
action which leaves the parity of the split levels unchang
Since transitions tobothof these levels are allowed by ele
tric dipole selection rules from a given lower level, crossov
resonances may occur if the spin rotation splitting is l
than the Doppler width. Since in C2 both thed 3Pg and
a 3Pu states are affected by aL-type interaction, no transi
tions occur which share a common level and which over
within the Doppler width. Crossover resonances of the ty
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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observed in NO~Ref. 29! hence do not affect the spectrum
the present case.

Williams et al. have pointed out recently that the A
theory neglects contributions to DFWM signal intensiti
which arise from orientation and alignment effects induc
by the incident laser fields in both weak31 and strong field
limits.32 A related study has recently been carried out in
case of strong field excitation.33 These effects depend on th
geometry of the setup used~phase matching configuration!
and, in particular, on the relative polarization orientation
the incident fields. This geometrical factor isJ dependent but
very rapidly levels out to a constant value for higherJ values
~J.;3 in the present case!.31 Importantly for spectra tha
encompass several rotational branches, it was shown tha
relative strength between individual branches may be
fected by a particular experimental geometry. In the pres
case onlyP andR branches appear in recorded spectra a
for the arrangement used the geometrical factors can
shown to be the same for both branches leaving their rela
strength unaffected.31

The bandwidth of pulsed dye lasers used for DFWM
most practical situations is comparable to, or exceeds,
homogeneous width of probed transitions. The stationary
moving absorber theories are strictly valid only for mon
chromatic laser fields. For laser bandwidths exceeding
molecular relaxation rates, the signal dependence on l
intensity and bandwidth has been considered theoretica34

and studied experimentally.35 Theoretical DFWM signal line
shapes in this very broad bandwidth regime have also b
calculated and compared with experimentally measurem
on OH in a methane-air flame.36 The theory has implications
for multiplex DFWM spectroscopy where large bandwid
sources are employed to excite a number of transiti
simultaneously.11 In a study of the saturation behavior o
DFWM in CH, this broadband theory was found to giv
predictions in better quantitative agreement with experim
than the monochromatic theory.32

Although the homogeneous linewidthG of C2 is not ac-
curately known for the flame environment in the prese
work, it is probably less than, or of the same order as,
laser linewidth which is well represented by a Lorentzi
line shape with a width of 0.11 cm21. The present case rep
resents therefore a regime which falls within neither of t
limits defined by monochromatic and very broadband las
Indeed, this is the situation most commonly encountered
practice. The treatment of finite but narrow laser bandwid
in DFWM is a problem that needs to be addressed in
future.

It is interesting to note, however, that in many instanc
where fields were used which were neither truly monoch
matic or very broadband in comparison toG measured line
shapes were very well described by the standard AL the
These include studies in NO~Ref. 12!, flame studies of OH
~Refs. 23 and 20!, and CH in an oxy-acetylene flame.37 Fur-
thermore, measured DFWM linewidths may benarrower
than the linewidth of the laser used and this is explained
the nonlinear intensity dependence of the DFWM signal
the low intensity regime.37
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5328 Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
Below the saturation intensityI sat the line shape of the
DFWM signal in the AL theory is given by

I c}a0
2 1

11d2
L2

I 3

I sat
2 5CN2

1

~11d2!3
, ~1!

where the center line intensityC is given by

C}m12
8 T1

2T2
4I 3~ I!I sat!. ~2!

HereI c is the DFWM signal intensity,I is the laser intensity,
d5DT2 is the detuningD from resonance normalized by th
coherence decay timeT2, a0 is the line-center absorptio
coefficient,L is the interaction length,N is the population of
the lower level~the upper state is essentially unpopulated
C2 at flame temperatures!, m12 is the transition dipole mo-
ment, andT1 is the population loss time. Equation~1! corre-
sponds to a Lorentzian cubed line shape with a full width
half maximum ~FWHM! given by GFWHM5G~21/321!1/2

;0.5G, where G is the FWHM of the corresponding
Lorentzian.I sat is given by

I sat5
\2e0

2T1T2um21u2
. ~3!

For expressions~1! and~2! to be valid, the laser intensity
must satisfyI!I sat. The sensitivity of the signal intensity t
that of the incident laser intensity, and its high order dep
dence on collisional relaxation rates and onm12, require ac-
curate knowledge of these parameters if quantitative in
mation is to be extracted from recorded DFWM spectra. T
situation is relaxed if one works in the fully saturated regim
where the signal becomes quadratically dependent onm12
and independent of laser power and collisions.22 However,
full saturation is difficult to achieve throughout the intera
tion volume and power broadening impairs resolution
intensities which greatly exceedI sat. The present work was
therefore conducted in the unsaturated regime.

The dependence ofI c on laser intensity was verified b
monitoring, as a function of laser power, the line-center s
nal strength from the isolatedR3 ~J959! transition~notation
follows Ref. 38!. The result is shown in Fig. 4. Laser ene
gies were adjusted by the calibrated waveplate-polarizer
sembly. Each point corresponds to the average of 250 si
shots. A straight line fit through the first 4 points of the gra
yields a slope of 3.0460.11, but at higher laser intensitiesI L
the signal deviates from anI L

3 dependence indicating tha
partial saturation is present. The laser power was not c
brated absolutely but an order of magnitude estimate forI sat
can be obtained from Eq.~3!. Assuming that the population
decay time and the coherence decay time are relate
2T15T2 ~Ref. 39! and assuming a homogeneous width
0.1 cm21 we estimate a line-center saturation intensity
;0.3 mJ per laser pulse in the present configuration. T
calculation is based on a transition dipole moment calcula
from lifetime measurements.40

The highest signal to noise ratios in DFWM are obtain
when I.I sat. This exploits the large increase of the sign
intensity with laser power in the unsaturated regime. At
tensities I@I sat noise from scattered probe light increas
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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much faster than the DFWM reflectivity thus reducing th
overall signal to noise ratio.37 The experiments were there-
fore performed with laser energies just below the poin
where the lines began to broaden.

Since only low intensities were required, the dye lase
beam, which had a diameter at the exit plane of the laser
approximately 5 mm, could be spatially filtered with rela
tively small apertures of 1.5 mm diameter. This reduced th
overall intensity substantially but yielded a very uniform cir
cular Gaussian intensity profile. This resulted in excelle
shot to shot stability of the DFWM signals.

To investigate whether the stationary absorber theory a
plied in the present case, theoretical line shapes were fit
directly to isolated triplets in theR branch. The result is
shown in Fig. 5. For this measurement the laser stepsize w
reduced to 0.01 cm21 to scan slowly over the isolated
R1~15!, R2~14!, R3~13! transitions, respectively. The solid
line fit corresponds to Lorentzian cubed line shapes rep

FIG. 4. Saturation behaviour of DFWM signal. A straight line fit through
the first 4 points yields a slope of 3.0460.11. For higher laser intensities
partial saturation behavior is evident.

FIG. 5. Theoretical fits to line shape measurements of theR1~15!, R2~14!,
and R3~13! transitions. Legend: AL: Abrams–Lind stationary absorbe
theory; ID: Moving absorber theory in the infinite Doppler limit; G: Gauss
ian line shape function~included for comparison!.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5329Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
senting the standard stationary absorber theory. Also sh
is a Lorentzian fit corresponding to the moving absor
theory in the infinite Doppler limit and a Gaussian fit whic
is included for comparison. It is clear that the moving a
sorber theory, in the limit where the Doppler width far e
ceeds the homogeneous widths, does not apply in the cu
case. The Lorentzian line shape corresponding to this si
tion overpredicts the intensity in the extreme wings. T
Gaussian profile, on the other hand, decreases too rap
towards the wings. Clearly, the best fit occurs for the Lore
zian cubed line shape. The only fitting variable in the cal
lation was a single width parameterGFWHM for all three tran-
sitions. The best fit corresponds to a linewidthGFWHM50.12
cm21. This is significantly lower than the Doppler width o
the C2 molecules in the flame which is;0.16 cm21 ~T
53000 K!. The residual linewidth is due to the combine
effects of the laser linewidth~0.11 cm21!, the homogeneous
linewidth, and a residual Doppler component arising fro
the finite beam crossing angles. In principle the homo
neous linewidth of the transition could be extracted fro
such a fit if a laser source of bandwidthDn!GFWHM is
available.23

A linewidth measurement by Doppler-free polarizati
spectroscopy of C2, using a laser linewidth of 0.05 cm

21, has
been reported9 where it was stated that, since the flame e
vironment is predominantly collision broadened, little can
gained in spectral resolution by the use of Doppler f
techniques.10 The measurement yielded a homogeneo
width of 0.14 cm21 which is larger than the overall linewidt
of the present measurement which was performed wit
laser of almost twice the linewidth. However, the previo
measurement9 was performed under partially saturated co
ditions and on spectrally overlapping lines. The results p
sented here, on the other hand, demonstrate that Dop
free, phase conjugate DFWM offers a significant improv
ment in resolution compared to Doppler limited techniqu

Knowledge of the exact line shape is crucial for the sy
thesis of the highly overlapping spectra. In all fits perform
and discussed in the subsequent sections, a Lorentzian c
line shape was used with a single width parameter for
transitions. This procedure was justified since no linewi
variations as a function ofJ were evident over the entir
range of recorded spectra.

B. Line positions and dependence on dipole
transition moment

Knowledge of the exact line positions is also crucial f
the successful simulation of complex overlapping DFW
spectra. Since line shapes add coherently small errors in
line, positions can lead to large deviations between meas
and simulated spectra. Although C2 spectroscopy has been
subject of interest for almost two centuries41 it was not until
very recently that accurate data of line positions has bec
available. The first extensive spectral assignment has b
undertaken by Phillipset al.42 but, although very comprehen
sive, these data are of limited accuracy and do not agree
with more recent measurements performed with more
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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vanced equipment. The most recent measurements on
~0,0! bands have been carried out by Amiot,38 Suzuki
et al.,43 and Prasadet al.44 These represent the most preci
measurements on C2 line positions to date. In the presen
work, the Hamiltonian matrix elements presented by th
authors38,43,44were combined and used as input to the co
puter program Hund A developed by Brownet al.45 This
program is based on the Hamiltonian formalism develop
by Brown and Merer46 which diagonalizes upper and lowe
state Hamiltonian matrices of the transitions using a basis
in the Hund’s casea representation. Agreement between t
calculated line positions and the literature values38,44 was
excellent around the band origin, although slight discrep
cies were found toward highJ values. The alternation in the
splitting of successiveP1 andP2 transitions was calculated
to be slightly larger resulting in a larger intensity alternati
in simulated spectra which better represented the meas
spectra.

The program was also used to calculate accurate t
energiesF(J) and transition strengthS21 which were related
to transition dipole momentsm21. Equation~2! shows aumu8

dependence on the line strength in the unsaturated reg
Rotational line strengths may vary significantly as a funct
of J in diatomic molecules and therefore the exact dip
dependence is a crucial parameter in the spectral synthe

Except for very lowJ values the Ho¨nl–London factors
calculated by Hund A~which takes intermediate couplin
cases fully into account! were in excellent agreement wit
analytical expressions first derived by Budo´ for C2 ~Ref. 47!.
Budó’s values were calculated assuming Hund’s coupl
caseb which is very rapidly approached for higherJ’s in C2.
For example, in theP branch the transition from Hund’s cas
a to caseb is already completed forJ*5 ~Ref. 44!. Spectra
simulated using Budo´’s line strength values were identical i
shape to those based on Hund A calculations.

Figure 6 shows normalized plots ofum21u
8 and um21u

2 for
theP1 andR1 branches in C2 corresponding to the AL theory
in the limits I!I sat and I@I sat, respectively. Although the
behavior is different in the two intensity regimes, the abs
lute variation inm is small as a function ofJ in either case.
This is in contrast to results obtained for NO~Ref. 48! and
consequently C2 DFWM spectra are much less sensitive
the exact dipole dependence.11 BecauseI!I sat in this work a
umu8 dependence was assumed in the synthesis. It is w
noting that this same dipole dependence is obtained
I!I sat using the broad bandwidth theory.34

Equation~1! shows how DFWM spectra are affected b
the relaxation timesT1 and T2 in the unsaturated regime
AssumingT152T25Tr , there is a sixth order intensity de
pendence onTr for I!I sat. The signal becomes independe
of Tr under fully saturated conditions.22 In the present case
Tr was assumed to be independent ofJ. Although the exact
J dependence ofTr was not known, this assumption wa
encouraged by the fact that the measured linewidths did
change over the entire range ofJ values probed.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5330 Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
C. Spectral fitting

Figure 7 shows a theoretical fit to a DFWM spectru
recorded near the origin of the~0,0! band. The calculated line
positions are indicated on the top graph. The spectrum
calculated using Lorentzian cubed line shapes with a li
width ~FWHM! of 0.12 cm21 corresponding to the linewidth
measured earlier and the good agreement between theor
and experimental spectrum is apparent, despite the he
spectral overlapping.

FIG. 6. Dipole dependencies of C2 DFWM signal as a function ofJ9 for
I!I sat ~umu8! and I@I sat ~umu2!.

FIG. 7. DFWM spectrum near the band origin in the~0,0! band and theo-
retical fit. The top graph identifies line positions used in the calculation.
temperature was fixed at 3000 K for the fit.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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In the simulation the temperature was fixed atT53000
K in agreement with the expected temperature.11 Near the
band origin the spectral shape changes only slowly as a fu
tion of T and the exact temperature is not crucial for a goo
fit. For thermometry therefore a more sensitive spectral
gion has to be selected. In thermal equilibrium the grou
state population densityN5N(J) in Eq. ~1! follows a
Boltzmann distribution:

N~J!5
Nt

Qr
gJe

2F~J!hc/kT, ~4!

whereNt is the total population,Qr is the rotational state
sum, gJ is the degeneracy, andF(J) is the energy of the
rotational level J concerned. Because of the exponenti
character of Eq.~4! accurate knowledge ofF(J) is crucial. In
the present work the values ofF(J) were calculated directly
using the Hund A program.

For thermometry applications using C2, spectra covering
both high and lowJ values are required to give good tem
perature sensitivity over a spectral range which can
scanned in a comparatively short time. The suitable regio
for C2 thermometry have been discussed in a previous pu
lication and in particular their suitability for single shot mul
tiplex thermometry.11 Figure 8 shows a DFWM spectrum
from such a spectral region obtained by scanning the narr
linewidth laser. Each measurement point corresponds to
average of 20 laser shots. The solid line corresponds t
theoretical fit using the stationary absorber theory. T
strong intensity alternation of successive, overlappingP1 ,P2
transitions is apparent and the simulated spectrum depe
critically on exact linepositions. The temperature,T, was
used as a floating variable to obtain the best fit theoreti
spectrum yielding a temperatureT53083 K. This is in agree-
ment with the accepted flame temperature5 for the conditions
given. The good agreement between the simulated and
perimental spectrum shows the potential of the technique
a reliable tool for temperature diagnostics. The signal-t
e

FIG. 8. Theoretical fit to a DFWM spectrum covering a temperature sen
tive region. The best fit theoretical temperature corresponds to 3083 K.
, No. 13, 1 April 1997
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5331Kaminski, Hughes, and Ewart: Oxy-acetylene flame
noise ratio on the experimental spectrum exceeds 500:1
demonstrates the ability of the technique to probe trace
cies in highly luminous environments.

A subtle but interesting feature of the recorded spectr
that some of theP-branch lines appear to be slightly bett
resolved in the experimental data than in the theoretical s
tra. As noted above the coherent addition of blended lin
such as those in theP branch, depends critically on the rela
tive position of the components and coherent addition can
principle, lead to interference effects depending on the r
tive detuning of component lines and the dephasing rate.
latter type of interference effects has not been included in
present calculations since the line positions are not know
sufficient precision and the dephasing rate, at atmosph
pressure, is sufficiently rapid to wash out such effects
most cases. However, it is possible that such an effect
lead to dips in the resultant intensity between closely spa
lines which are not included in the present theory. Over
the temperature is found not to be dependent on the pre
line shape and is sensitive more to the ratios of peak hei
of theP andR branch lines.11

Finally, Fig. 9 shows a fit to a high resolution spectru
obtained near the band head of the~0,0! band. Simulation of
such highly overlapping spectra provides an excellent
ground for current DFWM theories. Spectral fitting to is
lated lines and composite features involving crossover re
nances have been reported27,29and also simulations using th
moving absorber model of entire DFWM spectra.49 In the
present work, the simulation covers a wide range includ
complex overlapping spectra where the line shape is a cru
parameter. For the calculationT was fixed at 3000 K. Again
the line shapes were calculated according to the statio
absorber model which was earlier found to give the b
description of isolated lines. Agreement between theory
experiment is found to be excellent. These results show
cessful fitting of synthetic spectra to complex, highly ove
lapping DFWM spectra which has not been previously
ported. They show the potential of DFWM to become

FIG. 9. High resolution DFWM spectrum of the~0,0! band head plus the-
oretical fit.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 106
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diagnostic tool as robust and reliable as established te
niques, such as CARS or LIF.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented high resolution DFWM sp
troscopy of the C2 radical obtained from a standard oxy
acetylene welding flame. DFWM was applied in the Dopp
free, phase conjugate geometry. Polarization discrimina
was effectively employed to reduce probe and pump sca
from flame particulates and optical components. The coh
ent nature of the process makes it easy to reject incohe
background luminescence from the intensely bright flam
and the resulting spectra exhibited excellent signal-to-no
ratios. These features make DFWM ideally suited to pro
this harsh environment. Its advantages over LIF in this en
ronment were highlighted since LIF suffers from effects
quenching collisions, Doppler broadening, and backgrou
emission.

DFWM spectra of C2 were modeled theoretically for th
first time and fitted to experimental data. The two lev
theory of Abrams and Lind, despite its approximation
serves very well to explain the observed spectral line sha
In the present case C2 was chosen as an ideal test species
test the potential of DFWM for flame thermometry. The a
curate synthesis of C2 spectra will allow the use of DFWM to
infer temperatures in many hostile environments where
important radical occurs. Since C2 is present in most envi-
ronments where the combustion cycle of hydrocarbon fu
is incomplete, this technique shows great potential as a t
mometry probe.

Line positions and transition strength were calculated
rectly for C2 and slight discrepancies with published lin
positions were found at highJ values. Accurate line data ar
crucial for a successful simulation of C2 spectra, especially if
coherent techniques are used where overlapping lines
interfere constructively. The high signal-to-noise ratio a
forded by DFWM and its sub-Doppler resolution in th
counterpropagating geometry show that it could serve as
alternative tool to provide accurate spectroscopic data
short lived radicals. Many radicals are created in highly
minous environments where conventional methods are
ited by poor signal-to-noise ratios and Doppler broadenin
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